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Kancanjangha Verde 
Green Tea (Leaf)FTGFOP 

Our classic green tea undergoes minimal oxidation in tea 
processing. It helps in retaining the plant's natural appearance 
and color. It also preserves the healthy properties of the plant. 
 
Green tea flavors are rather complex depending on its processing 
technique. Our green tea is roasted which preserves its mellow 
favors and subtle taste. It has floral aromas and grassy taste 
notes.

Ganesha Green 
Green Tea (Special Leaf) SFTGFOP 
A step up from our classic green tea, this is a finer pluck, medium 
bodied with prominent marine flavors, such as kelp and seaweed. 

Kanchanjangha Noir 
Black Tea (Leaf) SFTGFOP 
Our classic black tea has a distinct brisk flavor with deep and 
vibrant reddish brown infusion. The high elevation of the tea 
bushes results in a fresh fruity/ flowery aroma with hints of 
caramel. The malty flavors and taste notes such as raisins and 
dark chocolate is prominent in all flushes of our black tea. 

Loose-Leaf Teas



White Prakash 
White Tea SFTGFOP 
White Tea is considered healthiest of all teas. This is primarily 
because it is made from the baby plant only in a special time in 
the spring and undergoes virtually no processing.White tea 
consists of highly nutritious tip of the plant, which also makes it 
the tea with the least amount of caffeine. Our white tea has a 
light body and strong vanilla top-notes, spring blossoms and 
melted butter flavors.

Shangri-La Oolong 
Oolong Tea SFTGFOP 
Oolong tea (generally pronounced “wu-long”) is the mid-point 
blend between black tea and green tea in terms of oxidation. It is 
semi-oxidized and hence produces the characteristics of both 
green and black tea. Our Oolong is a stylish and spicy, full-
bodied tea with biscuity aromas and smooth tannins. Tending 
towards green aromas and black flavors, this oolong will intrigue 
both expert and beginner.

Kamari Gold 
Golden Tips SFTGFOP 
Golden Tips is a special black tea produced by our Tea Estate, 
which is processed from the young tea bushes grown and 
carefully nurtured in the foothills of Mt. Kanchanjangha. It 
contains high volume of essential oils, which is prominent as a 
thin layer of oil quickly surfaces the tea when brewed.A medium 
to full bodied tea with caramel, and baked fruit flavors, and a 
long lasting finish. Bright golden liquor.



Silver Yeti 
Silver Tips/Silver Needles 
Silver Tips is made only from the finest tea buds (no leaves). It is 
also one of the least processed teas and yet the most expensive 
one. Also known as silver needles. For the more discerning tea 
drinker, a subtle and smooth tea with hints of oral aromas and 
flavors that linger long after the cup has finished 

Kathmandu Cosmos 
Golden Tips blended with Chai Spices 

Our special spiced chai is an Ayurvedic blend of our finest golden 
tips tea with flavorful homemade spice mix. A sweet and spicy 
heritage!  
Contains Golden Tips black tea, orange peel, lemongrass, ginger, 
cardamom, cloves, pepper and other spices from our own 
garden.  

Nettle in the Kettle 
Stinging Nettle Tea 

Considered a nutritive tonic, our nettle tea is solely made from 
organic stinging nettle leaves. A relaxing and detoxifying 
beverage. 



Green Pearls 
Premium Rolled Green Tea 
A specially rolled green premium pluck with a medium body and 
prominent marine flavors of fresh salmon, kelp and seaweed. 

Nepali Breakfast 
CTC+Orthodox Black Tea + Spices 
Start the day the Nepalese way with our unique Masala Chiyah. 

A blend of Orthodox, CTC teas and our special masala spice mix. 
Experience the color of CTC, flavors of Orthodox with the ‘zing’ 
of the home-made spice mix.

*All of the above mentioned teas expect for Kanchanjangha Verde, Nepali Breakfast and 
Green Pearls are also available in Triangular Tea Bags.



Special Triangular Tea Bags

Buddha’s Blend 
White Tea + Spices + Flowers 
A well-rounded white tea blend that will bring peace to the mind and 
restore the soul. Includes coriander, cardamom, orange peel, 
cinnamon, cinnamon bark, sichuan pepper, ginger, cloves, rose 
petals and bachelor's buttons petals.

Kathmandu Cosmos 
Golden Tips blended with Chai Spices 

Our special spiced chai is an Ayurvedic blend of our finest golden 
tips tea with flavorful homemade spice mix. A sweet and spicy 
heritage!  
Contains Golden Tips black tea, orange peel, lemongrass, ginger, 
cardamom, cloves, pepper and other spices from our own 
garden.  

Mystique Mélange 
Green Tea + Spices + Flowers 
A perfect balance of spice and fruit. This is a blend of green tea, 
ginger, cinnamon leaf, orange peel, and rose petals. 

Tri-Dosha 
Green Tea +Spices 
Our Tri-Dosha range takes it name from the Ayurvedic principles of 
the elements of earth, water, air, fire and ether that govern our 
temperament. A comprehensive blend that includes green tea, 
lemongrass, cinnamon leaf, cardamom, ginger, orange peel, and 
lemon peel. 

Citrus Grove 
Green Tea + Lemongrass + Orange-peel 
A blend with zests that will bring zest to your day. 
Green tea blended with lemongrass and peels from oranges, lemons, 
limes and pomelo.


